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By Bharati Mukherjee

Mittal Publications, New Delhi, 1991. N.A. Book Condition: New. X+403pp In a New Society, the ethos
and idioms of the micro-and macro-politics are remarkably different from those of the developed
societies as politics of modernization changes the underlying political culture through slow but
steady politicization of individuals and aggregations. New dimensions of the style of political
leadership are also revealing. The present work is the first scientific study, based on sophisticated
statistical methods, of political leadership pattern in West Bengal ? a sub-system within the new
federal society of India that illustrates ?multiple-polarization? of Indian politics. It is a detailed
empirical study of a select group of political leaders of four major political parties dominant in West
Bengal Political parties dominant in West Bengal politics during late 70s and early 80s based on the
analysis of leadership ? composition in terms of the back group variables and attitude-complexes to
the leader-respondents. The study is essentially a micro-level research, But since all the four parties
understudy are operationally important at the national ? level. the emerging pattern of leadership
as exposed in West Bengal may be projected at the macro level also. Further researchers as well as
all those interested in...
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Certainly, this is the very best work by any writer. It is loaded with knowledge and wisdom I am just quickly will get a satisfaction of reading through a
created publication.
-- Dona von O kuneva-- Dona von O kuneva

Comprehensive guide for pdf fanatics. It is filled with knowledge and wisdom It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read
the book.
-- V a lentin Thom pson-- V a lentin Thom pson
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